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Abstract.
We introduce a platform consisting of mechanisms and actions which
we use to decompose the system of numbers into mechanical princi-
ples by which these are capable of transforming. We then use these
principles to class these numbers into two classes of finite and infi-
nite action. We will then show that a series of growing ℓ−measures
used to define a set R of infinite action, models accurately the be-
havior of irrational numbers. We will then show that a subset of
such a class R′ has cardinality both greater than that of sets associ-
ated with finite action and smaller than R− (R′ ∩R). Though this
tells us that sets of numbers of different cardinalities exist within
R, we will conclude that this does not imply that sets other than
the rationals and irrationals exist, as we will show that all such sets
R′,R′′ belong mechanically to the same class as that of R. This, we
will show, yields new insight in the way of establishing continuity
which we will use in the end to do so.

Notation
{nP} Denotes a set of {0, 1} symbols associated with n, P combined with
no decimal present.
A gap denotes a measure of zero symbols.
Infinumerous A set of infinite measure. An infinumerous one-set denotes a
P portion consisting of an infinite measure of one symbols (also referred to
as a Mechanistic set).
finumerous A set of finite measure.
Pone Denotes an infinumerous set of one symbols alone forming the decimal
portion P of a number.
pos(P ) Denotes a set of all positions occupied by {1} symbol elements of P .
n, P Denote sets of positions and {0, 1} symbols.
pos(pi) Denotes a number indicating the position associated with the ith one
symbol in n, P .

1Many thanks to Prof.E.E.Rosinger and to HAL and its team for making this article
possible.
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ℓi Denotes an arbitrary pos(pi) value.
ℓ− measure is a measure associated with the number of positions contained
between two ℓi.
ℓ(P ) All ℓ−measures associated with the set P .
C0 − class Denotes the set of naturals.
Every possible combination of one placements conforming to the stipulations
of a class, is said to be an element of that class.
M(S) Measure of a set S.

Introduction.
No current consensus exists as to the state of affairs surrounding Hilberts
second problem. In the article ’A New Discourse on Undecidability and
proof systems’ was proposed a mechanistic approach to the logical analysis
of such matters[P1]. The thinking was that if one were to study systems by
the mechanisms by which they function i.e. leaving aside its axiomatic for-
mulation and focusing solely on the mechanism of an operation on an object,
one might understand the nature of the statements within the framework.
Specifically if we could understand the mechanical nature of a statements’
behavior, then one might be able to tell truth or fallacy by what mechan-
ically constitutes a fallacy. The merit of the approach was that the truth
or fallacy could be translated mechanistically into whether a distribution
of positions occupied by symbols that are predictably knowable, across a
connective can be similarly distributed or not. This gave indication that it
might be some shortcoming of the linguistic system (i.e. axioms and theo-
rems generated by these used to validate a claim) that disguises a statement
as unprovable. My advisor the noted Prof.E.E.Rosinger whom I was left
in the care of advised me to immediately put the article up on the arXiv
or HAL.Many deliberations later, the simple idea proved so useful in areas
as diverse as topology and graph theory[P2], that we were interested to see
whether the idea therein could be tested somehow to further enhance its
credibility. With little search, the question of cardinality was the perfect
candidate as an axiomatic approach (given the current set of ZFC-axioms)
was proven to be insufficient by Paul Cohen in (1963-4)[Co]. Thus began
the attempt at formulating the problem via the techniques contained in our
aforementioned article. To keep things simple, we reformulated the problem
in base two by noticing that any number preceding a decimal is isomorphic
to a number in base two. Though trivial, when combined with concepts
involving mechanisms and actions, it proved quickly to be a strong analytic
tool, as we soon managed to analytically show that base two numbers of
the form where a finite maximum of zeros between any two successive {1}
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symbols associated with the decimal portion of of an arbitrary number (even
if it should be infinumerous), forms a model for the rational’s, as these were
shown to be reducible via finite action. The action on the decimal portion
of a number, we define informally to be the summation of this value to
itself. Thus a finite action informally represents a finite number of such
summations, and for the forms described above, these are precisely the types
capable of being reduced to zero via finite action. The alternate case where
where no such finite maximum of zeros exist between pairs of {1} symbols,
we show to be intractable via finite action, thus forming the ideal model for
the irrationals. Predicate on the accuracy of our formulation and analysis
(which we will leave to the experts to decide) a blueprint was formed for
allowing us to construct sets of irrational numbers R. The final step in
our analysis shows the existence of U ,R′ ⊂ R where an infinite measure of
u ∈ U exist between any pair of elements r1, r2 ∈ R′. Though this could be
established, there was still the possibility that these same values were also
between r3, r4|r3 > r1, r4 < r2, ∀ri ∈ R′, thus making room for the possi-
bility that the mapping R′ 7→ U ’might’ be in one to one correspondence.
The final insight in avoiding this possibility was to form U in a manner that
includes the positional distribution of one symbols associated with r1 in all
elements of U , finally establishing that cardinalities C1 exist of the form:

ℵ0 < C < 2ℵ0

Our proof follows a very constructivist approach, as our aim was very much
to ascertain whether it is possible to form a set2[C] required of CH to be
true or false.

Outline.
an action can be thought of as an operation on the P portion of a number3

that results in the shifting of the position associated with any one symbol
in P , the mechanism (result of the action) is the actual shift in the position
of a one symbol. Thought the above seems arbitrary, it allows us to form
very important classifications that can be used to model the behavior of
numbers and their formations. Let us denote a number preceded by oth-
ers separated by a decimal vis the symbols n and P{p}4 respectively. Here
P{p} denotes the decimal portion with {p} denoting the position of the

2There is no set whose cardinality is strictly between that of the integers and that of
the real numbers.

3Without loss of generality we conduct our analysis of all such numbers in base two.
4ℑ = nP{p} are of the form : 100011,1101111101100001....(for example)
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decimal. Naturally, if P were infinumerous in its contents of one symbols,
a natural question to ask is what action might reduce this entire portion to
0 or 11111.....5 and more importantly for our purpose, what might make
P irreducible in this manner? As multiplication is nothing more than ad-
dition a recursive number of times, the question may be restated as, what
are the types of distributions of infinumerous one symbols that reduces P
to either {0} or 1111....? From the nature of the mechanistic result of an
action being a singular displacement of relevant one symbols, finite action
can surely reduce P of the form : 100010001000 (for example) that is those
with a finite recursive number of zero symbols between pairs of one sym-
bols to 1111111....6. Simple rules of the mechanistic nature of addition will
show this, as such a number summed to itself a finite number of times will
continue to shift the one symbols to the right until no further zero symbols
are available. This helps us greatly in finding a type of distribution of one
symbols that makes this impossible. Simple consideration shows exceeding
measures of zeros between pairs of ones to be a perfect candidate. This is
easy to see, as for any finite action that might reduce some region of zeros
to the form (1111)(for example), there will always be a region of zeros larger
than this one for which more action is required in the way of reduction. This
will prove useful throughout the rest of this article, where such classification
enables us to model the irrational numbers. An important behavioral aspect
of mechanisms is what we call self adjusting. To best understand this, con-
sider the fraction 1

11 . There are no symbols available in order to produce an
action that constitutes the product of (11)× j to result in one. In order to
remedy this, a form of recursively comes into play, simply put, if unable to
form one, the product aims to form 0.111111.. where the infinumerous set
of ones are as close to one as is possible. For these reasons, we may consider
one and 0.111...(the decimal here is preceeded by an infinumerous set of one
symbols alone.) as equivalent. We will from hereon denote an infinumerous
set of one symbols alone forming the decimal portion of a number as Pone

We will now undertake at once to formulate precisely our ideas.

Preliminaries.

Definition 1.1
A mechanism is defined to be the process by which the right adjacent po-

5we will explain why 11111.. shortly
6such forms we will shortly describe as having finite ℓ−measure of zero symbols between

one symbols
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sition is occupied by a one symbol as the result of the summation of two
ℑ2-numbers having one symbols in alignment. We denote mechanisms by
the symbol M.

Definition 1.2
An action is defined to be an introduction of a term of the form : P{p} to
other such terms within a summation

∑
P{p}i. (I.e. Simply summations of

P to itself constitutes an action).

0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 Action

0 1 0 0 Mechanism
0 0 0 0

Figure describes top two rows forming the action and its mechanical action separated by

the horizontal line.

An irregular action will be the summation of any arbitrary number to P .

We now class the sets of ℑ2 in the following way:
Cfin) Finite set of actions on n : Pa reduces P to Pone.
Cinf ) No finite set of actions A exists on n : Pa that can reduce Pa to

Pone.

Finite action will thus restrict the actions formed by p ∈ n for finite n.

For ℑ to mechanistically fall under Cfin, logic dictates that for finite ac-
tion on ℑ reduce P to Pone, in cases where Pa is infinumurous in one sym-
bols, some form of mechanistic recursion must come into play. This is easily
seen by noting that if P is infinumurous in one symbols, then there will be
an infinite number of one symbols scattered throughout available positions
forming P .

P := {000010000100001...}

and one simple method of finitely reducing P to Pone is if finite action on P
transforms P to {11111111...},
Here is where the above formulation exposes its use, as logic again shows
that if the number of zeros between any two successive one symbols in P
has a finite maximum, then such a reduction seems possible. Thus for the
present without proof, we define Cfin as follows:
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Definition 1.3 Cfin

∀pi, pi+1 ∈ pos(P ) there is a finite maximum ℓ such that pi+1 − pi ≤ ℓ.

This class itself may or may not contain a subset of irrational numbers.
We will return to this possibility at the end of the article.
For now however, the only other mutually exclusive case of mechanisms
forming P is the case where no finite ℓ exists, specifically, no maximum
measure between elements pi, pi+1 ∈ pos(P ) exists. This set will form the
set of irrational numbers, as a finite summation of P to itself (or division
by a finite number) will not be capable of reducing this mechanistic set to
an integer or rational. We will show this shortly.
The above derives its use by giving an insight to the formation of such a
measure like construction for elements forming part of Cinf−classes as:

∀ℓi ∈ ℓ(P ), ℓi+1 > ℓi (1)

Lemma 1.1 The classification

∀ℓi ∈ ℓ(P ), ℓi+1 > ℓi

where P ∈ ℑ, forms the class Cinf .

Proof
Any finite number of summations of ℑ can utmost form a finite num-
ber t of mechanisms at any one position. As the measure of zero sym-
bols grows progressively larger between any pair of successive elements
pos(pi), pos(pi+1) ∈ pos(P ), ∃ℓk such that the number of zeros between
such pairs exceeds t. In which case a reduction to a C0−class is impossible,
as there will always be ever growing ℓ−measures between one symbols in P .
In order to investigate the possibility that a subset Cu ⊂ Cinf has a car-

dinality other than that of Cinf , we construct what we call gap-like Cinf

classes which we define as follows:

Definition 1.3 gap-like Cinf

Form an arbitrary progression of ℓ−measures where ∀ℓi ∈ ℓ(P ), ℓi+1 > ℓi.
Allowing for one symbols to occupy every alternate position associated with
the ℓ−measure, positions falling within pos(p) ∈ ℓi − ℓi−1 are defined to be
gap-positions and such classes are defined to be gap-like Cinf classes.

Note importantly that in all of the above classes we may simply extend
the definitions by replacing every one symbol by arbitrary sets of one and
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Figure 1: One symbols with growing number of zeros between them.

zero symbols of finite measure. From this point on in this article, we
will affect change in the above definitions to precisely this.

Lemma 1.2
A Cinf value is not reducible to a C0 class value via finite action.

Proof
Note that if it is required that some rational number r1

r2
is to be formed

via the multiplication of another rational number j1
j2

to a Cinf type value
ℑ, then simple rearrangement shows : r1j2 = ℑ(j1r2). Thus we need only
show that a finite number of summations n of a Cinf type value to itself is
insufficient for the reduction of such a value to a C0 type value. Note that
∀pi ∈ pos(P ) a finite summation of ℑ to itself can only form a maximum
number n of mechanisms at pi. And by definition of Cinf classes, for any
such n there is an ℓ− measure exceeding this value. Since it is required that
mechanistic sets always exceed such measures in order to reduce these, it is
therefore not possible to reduce such numbers via finite action.

Chapter 2.

Definition 2.1
Dp Denotes the first difference in position of a one symbol between two el-
ements (starting from the right) that constitutes one element to be larger
than the other.

Definition 2.2
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Should it exist, Bpos{1} is defined to be one position before the placement
position of the one symbol of the larger of two elements that constitutes the
respective element to be larger.

Lemma 2.0
For c1 < c2|c1, c2 ∈ Cinf−class, the value obtained by one symbols occupying
the positions: pos(c1) < Bpos{1}(c1, c2) and including the position Bpos{1},
always exists.

Proof
We need only show thatBpos{1} exists. For any ci ∈ Cinf because ℓ−measures
are divergent, there are only two cases to consider:
Case 1) There is no available position between one symbols associated with
each element.
In this case let the ith occurrence of such a set of positions associated with
each number be denoted by pi12. Let the set of positions associated with an
initial finite set of one symbols of c2, (should it exist) that are the same as
that of c1 be denoted by pc. Let Bpos{1} be the position pi+1

12 −1 (Specifically,
the position that is one minus the second occurrence of such a paired set of
positions which are by definition separated by gaps) . Is it thus easy to see
that this position exists and so does the value associated with one positions
occupying pB := pc∪pos(p1

i)∪Bpos{1}. Case 2)There are positions available

Figure 2: One symbols associated the same positions are highlighted in lite gray, while
the darker gray highlightes positions associated with one symbols that are different for
c elements. The element E includes the symbols that are associated with the light gray
positions, the position p1 of the first pair P 1

12 and the position P 2
12 − 1. By doing this we

form an element E|c1 < E < c2.

between one symbols associated with each element.
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This case is trivial and will be omitted here.

Theorem 2.1
For R′,R′′ ⊂ R where R′ ⊂ R′′ are both of type gap-like Cinf , an in-
finite measure of Cinf type elements exist between any pair of elements
ri, ri+1 ∈ R′.

Proof
We assume, without loss of generality, that Bpos{1}(ri, ri+1) exists.
We now split each alternate ℓ−measure associated with gap type Cinf , R′

in two with one portion available for placements of one symbols and the
other to be left empty (thus forming elements of R′), in addition we note
that one entries in only the available portion of the measure forms elements
of a subset R′ ⊂ R′′. Let positions available to R′′ for occupation by one
symbols be denoted by the set O(which is the set of positions available for
one symbols in every alternate ℓ−measure), and the set of positions that we
have allowed for this purpose for R′ by O′.
Define pB as is in proof of Lemma 2.0, by replacing c1, c2 with ri, ri+1

respectively. From our definition of gap type Cinf−classes, the occupation
of one symbols at arbitrary positions within the confines of O constitutes an
element of R′′. Any set of zero and one symbols adjoined to the set pB after
position Bpos{1} forms a value both larger than ri and smaller than ri+1.
This follows from the definition above, that using all positions contained
in O aside from those in pB, one can form an infinumurous set U of ele-
ments of a gap type Cinf -class, as pos(O) is infinite in measure, 2M(pos(O))

permutations of zero-one symbols can be used to form specific elements of
R′′. Since ri, ri+1 are only two elements associated with R′, the distribution
of zero and one symbols across O′ is specific for each element. The set of
values formed by the addition: L := {uj + (ri − pB)|∀uj ∈ U} is both in-
finumerous and ∀li ∈ L, li ∈ R, li /∈ R′. Finally, ∀lj ∈ L, ri < lj < ri+1, and
the measure of elements forming R′ is in one to one correspondence with
a set forming the union of all possible combinations of one-zero symbols
occupying pos(O′). Elements r′k of R′′ formed by one symbols occupying
O −O′, is also infinumerous with measure 2M(pos(O−O′)) and since this can
be done whilst keeping zero-one symbols occupying O′ in elements of both
R′,R′′ constant, for any one element ri ∈ R′ which is put in one to one
correspondence with N , an infinumerous set of elements J = {ri + r′k|∀k}
can be formed, making a one to one correspondence of J with R′ impossible.
Using these two deductions, the theorem is satisfied.
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Figure 3: The lite grey region represents O′ while the darker and lighter regions represent
O. One can form an infinumerous set of elements belonging to R′′ between any two
elements of R′ while keeping symbols belonging to the dark gray regions of elements of
both classes the same, rendering it impossible to be put in one to one correspondence.

3. Conclusions.
The nature of irrationals is truly contrary to the notion that any one ’set’, in-
formally, of numbers {Naturals, Rationals, Reals} should be associated with
a singular cardinality. It is precisely with this notion that the continuum
hypothesis was formulated[D-C]. For if this were the case then naturally,
the finding of an embedded cardinal number associated with some set would
directly imply the existence of some other type of number (loosely put).
However our formulation shows clearly that the nature of numbers is not
tied in with cardinality but instead the mechanical nature of its formation.
It is easy to see from the above that Cinf and Cfinclasses are mutually
exclusive classes of elements. Mechanically thus we can conclude that the
structure of mechanisms associated with numbers either produce the ratio-
nals or the irrationals. We will undertake in finalizing these results in the
following section.

4. A complete set of irrationals.
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Between the symbols available and the mechanisms these produce, if
some product of such finite mechanisms are incapable of producing 1, then
a self adjusting set is formed that produces 0,111111.. Due to the fact that
the two numbers forming the product are finite in the measure of one sym-
bols, in order to form Pone, the mechanism forming a measure of one symbols
over a finite set of positions must be the same over all periods. To see this
more clearly, we take note of the following. In order for an infinumerous
one-set Pu that is recursive periodically in its distribution of one symbols to
be reducible to Pone, it must be divisible by a number formed by recursively
spacing one symbols by equi measured gaps of magnitude gu. There will
exist such a number K formed by the smallest possible gu such that K|Pu,
as splitting the recursive set of the one symbols distributed in any other
way, renders the sets non recursive. The value H = Pu

K must, via finite

action , produce Pone{p} where {p} here gives indication of the measure
of one symbols in Pone. Such Pu once divided by K will form a finumerous

one-set elementKf . SinceKf can be multiplied by Pone{p}
Kf

, which when mul-

tiplied by K produces Pone, such classes will not form part of the irrationals.

We now extend some considerations to show that only periodically recur-
sive P can form part of the rationals. Simplistically, a rational number by
definition is the division of two finite one-set numbers j1

j2
. Given an infinite

one-set Pj when multiplied with j2 can mechanistically be represented via
the replacement of every one entry of Pj by j2. By definition of such mul-
tiplication, subsequent to such replacements, any and all overlapping one
symbols in position are summed up. As such, the consequence of such a
multiplication is that there is no such overlapping, or there is in which case,
there are only a finite number of ways in which this can happen. Finally
since only one such combination will produce Pone{p} for some {p} over a
measure, this mechanistic set must prevail over every such measure inPj .
As a consequence, all retionals with an infinite one-set P portion will only
consist of periodically recursive finite one-sets. Finally it is easy to see that
given a Cinf -class element, within each increasing gap-measures one can
form a multitude of m-folds from a finite set of finite one-set elements all
having gap-measure less than a chosen quantity, that are nonrecursive to
that formed within the previous measure. Such elements are also irrational,
however these have a finite maximum ℓ−measure between one symbols.
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